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Coaching NT #3 – Playing No Trump 

 
Note: The complete layout of the four hands for this game is shown at the end of this lesson so the 

cards can be set up for practice with 4 players. Beginners may find the analysis and strategies to be 

helpful in learning how to bid and play. 

 

Bidding: 
 
North is the Dealer. This is North’s hand: 

 

North has 9 HCPs plus 1 for length. This is not 

enough points to open, so North passes. 
 

East passes. 
 

This is South’s hand: 

South has 17 HCPs, plus 1 for length. South does 
not have a 5-card major so will bid a minor.  

South bids 1♦. 

West passes. North bids 1♠, looking for a fit in a 

major. East passes.  

 
Because South has 17 pts, it is best to show this extra strength to North now. 
Knowing that spades are covered by North (and there is no fit in spades), South 

could jump to 2 NT to show 17-18 pts. If North had 6 pts, he could pass this jump, 
but he won’t since he has 9 pts. North would bid 3 NT.  

 

If South bid 2♥ (without a jump), North could pass. So another alternative for 

South is to bid 3♥.  The jump shows at least 16 points. If that happened, North 

would know that South has hearts and diamonds covered, and North has stoppers 
in spades and clubs, so North might now bid 3 NT. In that case, North would be the 
Declarer and South would be the Dummy. North might be concerned about the 

singleton diamond, but with 9 points and knowing that South has at least 17, it is 

probably safe to bid NT. If in doubt, North would bid 3♠ to show that he has 5 

spades and not just 4, then South would bid 3 NT. 
 
For this game, we will assume that the final contract is 3 NT by South. 

 
Note: Be aware that there could be some variations in N/S bidding. Not only that, 

but some cunning E/W pairs might jump into the bidding (e.g. East could stick in a 
club bid). However, N/S should be able to reach a final contract of 3 NT. 
 

Playing the Cards: 
 

West is on lead. All suits have been bid except clubs. He is unlikely to lead a 
singleton in a NT contract, unless East had bid it. But we will assume that East did 
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not bid at all. With 5 cards in West’s longest and strongest suit and no touching top 

cards, West leads the 4♦.  

 
Now South gets to see the Dummy hand. South counts 7 immediate winners. There 

is a good possibility of an extra winner in diamonds with the 9♦, and once the A♠ 

and K♠ are out, there are 2 sure winners in spades. There could be an extra winner 

in hearts also, but that will depend on where the K♥ and J♥ are, whether the 

finesses work. The spades are a sure bet, so South will work on spades first.  

 

South plays the 7♦ from Dummy, East will play high (10♦) and South will play the 

J♦, the lowest card that will take the trick. (Trick #1���� — The ���� notation after a 

trick indicates a winner for N/S and the X indicates a lost trick.) South is pleased to 

see that the 9♦ is also a winner. Now it’s time to work on the spades. 

 

South plays the 9♠ from his hand. West can see that his K♠ will take the trick. 

Does he play it? He might. If he does, he will be sorry when he sees East’s 

singleton A♠ get played. But West also knows the K♠ might be the only trick he 

may get, so it’s tempting. Let’s say that West holds back and does not play the K♠, 

instead plays the 2♠, the 4♠ is played from Dummy (remember the 9♠ is 

equivalent in value to the Q♠, because N/S have all the touching spades from the Q 

down), East plays the A♠ and wins the trick. (Trick #2X)  

 

East will probably return West’s lead and play the 3♦. South will take it with the 

Q♦. (By South’s playing the lowest card that will take the trick, East may not know 

for sure where the A♦ K♦ are, though it should be obvious after this trick.) Or East 

may lead the Q♣ to force out the A♣ and perhaps make the J♣ good. Since East’s 

spades are gone, no matter which suit East leads next, South will take the trick. 

(Trick #3����) 
 

South now plays the 3♠ to force out the K♠. West will play the K♠ and take the 

trick this time. (Trick #4X) All N/S spades are now winners. Mission accomplished! 
No matter which card West leads now, N/S hands have all the winners. South will 

slough off the 3 heart losers on the spades and keep just the A♥. The Q♠ J♠ 10♠ 

will win, the A♣ K♣ will win and the three diamonds are winners. N/S make 11 

tricks. The score will be 460 (not vulnerable) or 660 (vulnerable). 
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Complete layout of hands: 

North is the Dealer. 
 

 

 
Dummy 

 

 

 
Declarer 

 

 


